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While the aphorism that we learn from history that we do not 
learn from history is true in a general sense, it is also correct 
to say that we learn a great deal from the ancients by studying 
their habits of thought, particularly in decision making. The 
orthodox classical literature, Greek and Latin, has been 
thoroughly studies from the point of view of methods of counting, 
methods of gambling, attitudes towards gambling, interaction 
between gambling and religion, and general development of 
probabilistic ideas. A certain amount has been culled from the 
ancient Egyptians and some from the Chinese, but apart from a 
few vague references to statistical sampling ideas in Sanskrit, 
little else was known until Dr. Rabinovitch gave us this 
important interpretation from the Hebrew. I have been aware of 
Dr. Rabinovitch's published research and I welcome this present 
volume which, although fragmented, presents in a scholarly way 
such ideas as he has been able to find in ancient Jewish litera- 
ture regarding counting, probability and statistics. I am not 
familiar with the early literature and was, consequently, 
surprised to find that it was all, or nearly all, written well 
into the first millennium after Christ. Since it is interesting, 
one may ask why this matters, and I suppose to a certain extent 
it doesn't. But early ideas about probability and gambling and 
religion date back in the classical literature written before 
the birth of Christ, so that such ideas as are expressed in the 
commentaries on the Talmud, for example, may well have been 
derivative rather than original. 
The book contains enough material for historians of science 
to ponder over for a long time and will prove a useful reference 
work if we are ever able to trace the drift of ideas across 
Asia through the Mediterranean. The reviewer found the book 
well worth reading but became vastly irritated at the obtrusive- 
ness of the author. It is singularly unhelpful to have the 
ideas of the ancients decked up in mathematical symbols. Their 
ideas were probably fluid and may not have been as profound as 
the author would have us believe. The mathematical gloss 
detracts rather than adds to elucidation and, in the reviewer's 
opinion, was a sad mistake. 
But after all has been said, I enjoyed the book and would 
encourage others to read it. 
